We introduce approximate, functional renormalization group based schemes to obtain correlation functions in pure excited eigenstates of large fermionic many-body systems at arbitrary energies. The algorithms are thoroughly benchmarked and their strengths and shortcomings are documented using a one-dimensional interacting tight-binding chain as a prototypical testbed. We study two 'toy applications' from the world of Luttinger liquid physics: the survival of power laws in lowlyexcited states as well as the spectral function of high-energy 'block' excitations which feature several single-particle Fermi edges.
I. INTRODUCTION
The complexity of diagonalizing the Hamiltonian or solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation of generic interacting quantum problems grows exponentially with the number of particles involved. Over the last decades, a plethora of techniques were developed to study the physics of many-body systems which are in thermal equilibrium (most importantly in the ground state) as well as the out-of-equilibrium dynamics induced by pre-defined initial states. In contrast, far less attention was devoted to devising methods which can access pure excited eigenstates at arbitrary energies. This is, because up to very recently these questions were of minor relevance as pure excited eigenstates are difficult to realize in quantum many-body systems. However, the newly-emerging field of many-body localization, 1,2 has changed this viewpoint drastically. This phenomenon, which cannot be analyzed using thermal ensembles as it defies our understanding of statistical mechanism as well as the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis 3, 4 renders the characterization and description of single excited eigenstates imperative. Before many-body localized systems were discovered it was believed that generic interactions wipe out the localization behavior induced by disorder in non-interacting systems 5 on the level of the eigenstates. To scrutinize this behavior one needs to go beyond the ground state as the prediction of many-body localization entails that the eigenstates of the entire spectrum can localize. Such a localization gives rise to interesting consequences for, e.g., the transport properties. Another fascinating question concerns the existence and characterization of a mobility edge separating localized and delocalized eigenstates in the spectrum. While in the noninteracting case such an edge does not appear for onedimensional systems, first numerical results indicate that it will show up in interacting one-dimensional systems. 6 To characterize this edge access to single eigenstates is essential. Yet, a 'golden standard' approach to access single excited states has to be discovered. Exact diagonalization is restricted to small systems. Proposals how to obtain a matrix product state representation of excited states are limited to one dimension and work only if the area law holds (i.e., in localized phases). [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] This means that within this low-entanglement methods the crossover to the delocalization transition is difficult to approach. Analytical approaches 12 such as the Bethe ansatz can only be used for integrable models. Hence, it is desirable to develop additional pure state techniques which feature their own, unique set of strengths and shortcomings.
In this paper, we introduce several, functional renormalization group (fRG) based algorithms to compute correlation functions in pure excited states of fermionic many-body systems. The fRG extends standard Feynman perturbation theory by incorporating an RG idea on the level of Green's functions. 13, 14 The method was first set up in thermal equilibrium (i.e., on the Matsubara axis) where it was used to study, e.g., instabilities in 2d systems [15] [16] [17] or the properties of quantum dots and wires. [18] [19] [20] [21] Later on, the fRG was extended to Keldysh space and problems out of equilibrium were tackled [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] (see also Refs. 30-33 for other developments). The key drawback of the method is the need to truncate its hierarchy of flow equations; thereafter, all results are only controlled up to a certain (usually first or second) order in the two-particle interaction while still including a RG resummation of higher-order contributions. Thus, their validity needs to be assessed carefully on a case-by-case basis. On the upside, the fRG can be used to access large systems and is not a low-entanglement framework. Thus, an approximate, fRG-based description of correlation functions in pure excited states would complement more accurate predictions obtained, e.g., via exact diagonalization. It is the goal of this work to develop and test such a 'x-fRG' approach.
One way to obtain a pure eigenstate of a generic Hamiltonian is to analytically determine an excited state of a noninteracting system and to then switch on interactions adiabatically. We illustrate how to simplify the real-time Keldysh fRG of Ref. 26 under the assumption of adiabaticity in order to efficiently implement this protocol (this method will be called x-fRG-t-Γ). Thereafter, a new RG cutoff scheme is devised which is specifically tailored to the adiabatic nature of the problem (x-fRG-t-ρ).
As an outlook and a potential route to go beyond linear order in the two-particle interactions, we briefly discuss how to obtain an eigenstate directly (i.e., without resorting to the time evolution protocol) via a coupling to a non-thermal bath (x-fRG-ω) in Sec. VI.
We include an introduction to the fRG approach to both equilibrium and nonequilibrium problems and discuss some application specific aspects of these methods in lowest order truncation (Sec. II), which form the basis for the new developments presented in this paper. After developing the different x-fRG schemes and deriving the corresponding flow equations (Sec. III), we carry out several algorithmic tests and document the limitations and promises of our approach (Sec. IV). Thereafter, two 'toy applications' from the world of one-dimensional Luttinger liquid physics are presented: the survival of power laws in lowly-excited states as well as the spectral function of high-energy block excitations which feature multiple Fermi edges (Sec. V).
II. REVISITING MATSUBARA AND KELDYSH FRG
In this section we will first introduce the models discussed in this paper as well as the notion of Green's functions. We then give a short introduction to the relevant aspects of the fRG formalism in Mastubara and Keldysh space which allow one to tackle equilibrium and time-dependent scenarios, respectively. The x-fRG builds upon these concepts, and its derivation in Sec. III will employ many of the relations that we discuss here. We also give a detailed account of some algorithmic improvements of special significance for this work: a Trotter decomposition for Green's functions within time-dependent fRG (originally proposed in Ref. 34 , see Sec. II F) and details on how to evaluate relevant Green's functions in tightbinding models efficiently.
A. Model
We set up the fRG for general fermionic, particlenumber conserving Hamiltonians with single-and twoparticle contributions:
where c
are the fermionic annihilation (creation) operators and i denotes the single-particle index. H 0 is the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian while H int constitutes the two-particle interaction. The single-particle matrix representation of H 0 is denoted by h 0 .
As an application, we will later on study onedimensional tight-binding chains with N sites. We will therefore discuss how the final fRG flow equations can be solved efficiently for such models.
B. Green's functions
Definitions
An efficient way to describe nonequilibrium systems is the Keldysh formalism. Therein, the real-time singleparticle correlation functions are defined as
and are referred to as retarded, advanced, lesser, greater and Keldysh Green's function. The initial density matrix is given by
and . . . ρ0 = Tr (ρ 0 . . . ) denotes the corresponding expectation value. The time arguments are to be understood in the Heisenberg picture, and [A, B] + refers to the anticommutator. If not stated otherwise the initial time is set to t 0 = 0. In later chapters we will also consider the coupling to auxiliary reservoirs where we additionally assume the initial state to be a product-state of a quadratic density matrix in the system and the reservoirs.
The noninteracting case
If the system is described by a time-independent, noninteracting Hamiltonian H 0 , obtaining the Green's functions is straightforward. In the basis where H 0 (but non necessarily ρ 0 ) is diagonal,
one finds
which transformed to the original basis yields
Here and in the following, matrix multiplications are implied in expressions such as G ret 0 (t, 0)nG adv 0 (0, t ). If H 0 and ρ 0 commute (which is true, e.g., for a thermal state), the lesser and Keldysh Green's functions take a more recognizable form:
Analogously to Eq. (6), the case of a time-dependent noninteracting Hamiltonian can be treated:
The Dyson equation
The two-particle interaction is taken into account via a self-energy. The connection between the noninteracting and interacting Green's function is given by a Dyson equation:
which for the individual components reads:
where we employed Eq. (8) . We will later on show that a leading-order fRG scheme yields self-energies which are time-local and have a vanishing Keldysh component:
which renders it particularly simple to evaluate Eq. (11):
Hence, h 0 +Σ ret takes the role of an effective Hamiltonian. Furthermore, the following group property holds in this situation:
which will allow for a major simplification of the fRG flow equations.
Green's functions: steady state and equilibrium
If the system reaches a steady state, all correlation functions in this state only depend on the time differences. Thus, one can define the Fourier transform as
where we sent the initial time to t 0 → −∞. In the noninteracting, time-independent case, the retarded Green's function takes the standard form
The Dyson equation (see Eq. (11)) in a steady state reads
where in the second line of the last equation decay processes are assumed to lead to a fading memory of the initial density ρ 0 in Eq. (11) . In a thermal state (where ρ 0 is not necessarily of the form of Eq. (3)),
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) holds:
with the Fermi distribution n F
at inverse temperature β and chemical potential µ.
Hence, all single-particle correlation functions can be extracted from G ret . 
Analytic continuation
We now elaborate how to obtain the equal-time Keldysh Green's function of an effectively noninteracting, time-independent system in thermal equilibrium efficiently using an analytic continuation; this will be important for later applications where we apply the same techniques for excited eigenstates. Using the inverse Fourier transform, we find
The time label t in equilibrium is arbitrary; we keep it to differentiate between time-and frequency-space. This expression can be recast as a contour integral,
where we introduced the equilibrium Green's function:
The contours γ R,i ± , i = 1, . . . , 4 are schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The integrand of Eq. (22) has poles in the complex plane which are located at the eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian as well as at iω n +µ with the fermionic Matsubara frequencies iω n ∈ i 
as
2 ) for |z| → ∞. Hence, the Keldysh Green's function is given by the contribution of the contour segment γ R,3 .
and in the limit of T → 0
This can also be understood as the multipole expansion of the Fermi function. 36 One can show that for tightbinding models of linear dimension N , the diagonal and first off-diagonal components of this expression can be evaluated in O(N ) operations. 18, 37 This will be important for later applications where we want to study Luttinger liquid power-laws for N 1.
C. General idea of fRG
The functional renormalization group incorporates an RG idea on the level of correlation functions (for a review see, e.g., Ref. 13) . To this end, a low energy regularization is introduced in the noninteracting Green's function,
which is chosen such that all vertex functions at the initial value of the cutoff parameter Λ are easy to evaluate and the physical Green's function is restored at its final value. The fRG formalism yields an infinite set of differential equations which can be solved after a truncation. In this context, we restrict ourselves to the lowest order approximation, which only consists of a single equation of the schematic form:
S Λ is referred to as single-scale propagator, which in the case that the cutoff enters as a self-energy (see, e.g. Sec. II E, II F) simplifies to
The precise form of Eq. (29) varies depending on the context and will be specified further in the later sections, where we also add the necessary indices and contractions. This scheme includes all contributions of first order as well as some terms of arbitrarily high order and in many cases regularizes infrared divergences.
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D. Matsubara fRG
The simplest way to introduce a infrared regularization in Matsubara frequency space at T = 0 (i.e., in the ground state) is a sharp cutoff
which results in the following flow equation for the selfenergy at T = 0:
where Λ is integrated from ∞ to 0. If one removes the feedback of the self-energy on the right-hand side of this equation, one obtains standard perturbation theory. This illustrates that the fRG enhances perturbation theory by including a self-energy feedback; an integral is turned into a differential equation that treats different energy-scales successively in an RG sense.
E. Keldysh fRG
We will now briefly present the fRG framework in Keldysh space for steady states since this will serve as the basis for a generalization to excited states later. On the Keldysh axis, we employ a auxiliary reservoir cutoff scheme which is implemented by introducing a wide-band bath that couples to every single-particle degree of freedom of the system with a strength Λ. 38 Such a reservoir (which itself is in equilibrium) can be taken into account using a self-energy of the form
where n cut (ω) is its Fermi function and the second equation is enforced by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Thus, the reservoir-dressed Green's function is given by
and one can show (compare the retarded and Keldysh component of Eq. (30)) that
Here, the first lines contain the general steady-state expression; the equilibrium limit, which is described by a temperature T ≥ 0 and where the fluctuation-dissipation theorem holds, is denoted by FDT. The flow equations read
where in equilibrium (denoted by FDT) we now focused on the T = 0 case; the final flow equations are identical to the ones obtained using the sharp Matsubara frequency cutoff (the chemical potential was assumed to be 0). Note that the Keldysh fRG was first developed for open systems, [22] [23] [24] [25] which can be treated in a similar fashion by adding an additional bath self-energy Σ ret,K lead . The structure of the flow equations does not change.
F. Time-dependent fRG
A time-dependent formulation of the fRG which employs the reservoir cutoff presented in Sec. II E has been established in Ref. 26 . In this scheme, all singleparticle states of the system are initially coupled infinitely strongly to a wide-band reservoir which suppresses all dynamics and immediately forces the system into a thermal state regardless of the interaction; by lowering the hybridization strength Λ, one eventually retrieves the original problem. If we conveniently choose the reservoir's temperature to be infinite, its effects can be understood in terms of the following self-energy (compare Eq. (33)):
The Green's functions of the time-dependent, noninteracting system read (compare Eq. (13))
The fRG flow equations truncated to leading order are given by (a detailed derivation of this can be found in Ref. 26):
with the single-scale propagator (see Eq. (30))
where G Λ refers to the full Green's function obtained via Eq. (11) . For the specific cutoff used here (see Eq. (38)) the above equation takes the form
Thus, in this scheme, the Keldysh self-energy does not flow:
The initial conditions correspond to the self-energy contribution of the thermalized system at infinite temperature:
Hence, the Keldysh self-energy remains zero throughout the flow and the retarded self-energy is time-local. This type of self-energy has been discussed in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) . Due to the time-local structure of the self-energy, the group property presented in Eq. (14) holds and the singlescale propagator of Eq. (42) can be simplified further:
resulting in the final form of the flow equation:
One can show that the causality relation is conserved within this fRG scheme. By virtue of group property (see Eq. (14)), G K,Λ can be computed sequentially 26 :
Thus, the computationally most expensive part in this scheme is the time evolution (i.e., calculating and applying G ret/adv,Λ ). In the case of a tight-binding chain, one can make use of a Trotter decomposition 34 of the (in this case tri-diagonal) effective Hamiltonian to speed up the numerics: For a tri-diagonal matrix M we define the block diagonal matrices M A and M B as
The Baker-CampbellHausdorff formula then yields
Hence, the error is controlled by the size of M/N , where · denotes a matrix norm. For the applications considered later (i.e., one-dimensional tight-binding models), it is straightforward to reach convergence.
As the exponential function is easily evaluated for this kind of block diagonal matrices, the above provides a computationally efficient way to calculate the retarded and Keldysh Green's function. For large time intervals the most expensive part is to compute the sparse-denseproduct
will generally be dense for large times, even if the initial n is sparse.
III. EXCITED STATE FRG
We now introduce two ways to obtain correlation functions in excited eigenstates of an interacting Hamiltonian using the fRG, which we label x-fRG.
Both approaches are based on an adiabatic timeevolution: The system is first prepared in an excited eigenstate of the noninteracting system and the interaction is then adiabatically turned on. This process is approximated using the functional renormalization group in real-time Keldysh space.
A third method employs the stationary-state Keldysh fRG of Sec. II E and will be presented as an outlook Sec. VI.
A. x-fRG-t-Γ: Adiabatic time-evolution in Keldysh space with a reservoir cutoff
Time-space formulation
The goal is to use the time-dependent fRG described in Sec. II F to approximate the evolution of an excited eigenstate of the noninteracting system when interactions are switched on adiabatically. Since the self-energy is time-local in this scheme,
takes the place of an effective single-particle Hamiltonian. We suppress the Λ-dependence to keep the expressions more readable and introduce the notation
where i (t) and |Ψ i (t) denote the instantaneous singleparticle eigenvalues and eigenstates of the matrix h(t). ∆ is an arbitrary, non-zero gap that ensures the absence of level crossings. Without symmetries, crossings are avoided and such a ∆ is expected to exist. The adiabatic theorem 39 then states that if
where U denotes the time-evolution operator. The initial matrixn associated with a pure many-body eigenstate of the noninteracting, initial Hamiltonian is characterized by a sequence of occupations n i of the single-particle eigenstates |Ψ i (0) of h 0 :
If the rate of change of the effective Hamiltonian h(t) is slow enough (compare Eq. (52)), the time evolution of this matrix is given bȳ
with the same sequence of n i . As these results are restricted to finite systems they can not directly be applied in presence of an auxiliary reservoir. However, the infinite temperature in the auxiliary reservoirs allows to formally rewrite the Keldysh Green's function (see Eq. (13)) as
where we introduced
By virtue of this definitionn Λ (t) is the matrix of singleparticle correlations of a closed system that evolves according to the effective single-particle Hamiltonian h(t) (see Eqs. (13), (38) and (39)). Thus,n Λ (t) can be obtained using Eq. (54) and only implicitly depends on Λ (the eigenstates will change with the flow). Under these circumstances, the flow equation (46) can be rewritten conveniently by the following change of variables:
The final differential equations read:
x-fRG-t-Γ:
where ξ is to be integrated from 0 to 1. Note that this flow equation is simpler than Eq. (46), since it is to be evaluated only at a single fixed time and interaction.
Generalizing the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
We will now show how Eq. (58) can be evaluated efficiently without the need to fully diagonalize h(t). To this end, we first show how the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in the (effectively) noninteracting case can be applied for nonthermal steady states. Such states are characterized by a density matrix that commutes with the single-particle Hamiltonian:
Under this condition there is a common eigenbasis of h 0 andn in which Eq. (7) immediately leads to
If we now assume thatn k,k is already uniquely defined by its energy (which is true, e.g., when the spectrum of h 0 is not degenerate), one can introduce a scalar distribution functionn
such that
or in the original basis:
This is analogous to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem given in Eq. (19) . Next, we generalize Eq. (27) . From now on, we focus on the most relevant case which is a state characterized by the distribution function
where successive σ i need to have opposite sign and the ω i are in increasing order
in order to obtain a physical density. Note that the first summand of Eq. (64) only contributes for an even number of steps. Furthermore, the ω i are assumed not to be part of the spectrum. This object is analogous to the n i of the previous section (see Eq. (53)) and describes the sequence of occupied and unoccupied single-particle eigenstates. As Eq. (64) can be understood as a superposition of Fermi distributions the considerations of Sec. II B 5 apply for each summand:
Frequency-space formulation
It is now clear that Eq. (58) can be evaluated without the need to fully diagonalize h(t). Namely, the analytic continuation discussed in Sec. II B 5 immediately yields
where we have introduced
in analogy to Eq. (64). The i (t) in this expression are the eigenvalues of the effective single-particle Hamiltonian h(t) = h 0 + Σ ret,ξ (t). Hence, Eq. (58) can be evaluated in O(N ) operations 40 for tight-binding models (which we will discuss in Sec. IV-V) using Eq. (67).
However, the functional form of Eq. (67) also hints towards a problem: in every step the Green's function is integrated over all imaginary frequencies. This is structurally different from the ground-state flow equation (compare Eq. (31)) and will be investigated more closely in Sec. IV C.
The algorithm presented in this section can also be applied to the ground-state but will not necessarily give the same results due to the truncation of the flow equations and difference in cutoff. Hence, comparing the results for the ground-state provides a nontrivial check that will be discussed in Sec. IV C.
B. x-fRG-t-ρ1,2: Adiabatic time-evolution in Keldysh space with an initial-configuration cutoff
We now introduce a second approach which is also based on an adiabatic time-evolution. We still use Keldysh space fRG but develop a specialized cutoff for the case that the initial state is an excited eigenstate.
The cutoff in the free Green's functions is introduced by choosing an initial density matrix that depends on Λ. The causality relation is conserved by construction and one can work in the Keldysh basis. Thus, the cutoff can be introduced on the level of the initial Keldysh Green's function (compare Eq. (66)):
while the time evolution is still given by Eq. (13) . This definition ofn differs from that employed in Sec. III A and can be understood as a generalization of the sharp cutoff in the Matsubara fRG (compare Sec. II D). A similar idea has been employed in Ref. 23 for steady states of open systems. By construction, h 0 ,n Λ = 0, and thus the time-evolved Keldysh Green's function G K (t, t) can be computed purely from h 0 + Σ(t) (compare Sec. III A). The free retarded and advanced Green's functions do not acquire a cutoff in this scheme. The initial condition at Λ = ∞ is simply the T = ∞ state while for Λ = 0 one retrieves the physical density. The time-evolved singlescale propagator in the instantaneous eigenbasis takes the form x-fRG-t-ρ 1 :
which together with Eq. (40) constitutes the flow equation. As in the previous scheme, the vanishing retarded component of the single-scale propagator leads to a vanishing flow of the Keldysh self-energy. To calculate the Keldysh component of the single-scale propagator, in general one has to diagonalize the effective Hamiltonian at time t to obtain the instantaneous eigenstates, which is costly for large systems. A physical approximation can be made by replacing
This approximation ensures that the correct number of levels is above and belowω i (t) and only deviates from an exact treatment of Eq. (70) in higher orders of the interaction sinceω
. Using this approximation, S K,Λ takes the more convenient form
The resulting flow equation reads:
x-fRG-t-ρ 2 :
which can be evaluated (for tight-binding chains) in O(N ) operations.
IV. COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT SCHEMES
In this section, we perform various tests to explore the range of validity of the different x-fRG schemes. Due to the first order truncation, results are only guaranteed to agree to linear order in u. All higher orders are uncontrolled and may differ.
A. Tight-binding Hamiltonian
For the rest of this paper, we focus on a tight-binding model:
where the single-particle index enumerates the Wannier basis states. Here, H ph is introduced to enforce particlehole symmetry. We use the hopping amplitude between adjacent sites as the energy-scale.
In the thermodynamic limit, the model described by Eq. (74) is gapless for U < 2 and thus its low-energy physics is governed by the Luttinger liquid fixed point.
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The Luttinger parameter is known from Bethe ansatz calculations and at half filling reads
For other fillings, the expressions take more involved forms, but for the scope of this paper only the first order expansion is needed at quarter-and three-quarter filling:
B. Comparison of the excited state schemes
Here, we compare the results of the x-fRG-t-Γ with those obtained from explicit time evolution using the tfRG of Sec. II F as well as the different x-fRG schemes among one another. The x-fRG schemes do not make use of an explicit time-evolution but are instead based on Eq. (54). Hence, if a gap ∆ as introduced in Eq. (51) exists the x-fRG schemes describe the adiabatic limit of a corresponding scheme with an explicit time-evolution where ḣ (t) ∆ 2 ; if higher-order terms are taken into account more care has to be taken. As the x-fRG-t-Γ and the t-fRG are based on the same regularization scheme they are expected to yield identical results in this limit while the other schemes are expected to differ in quadratic order in the interaction.
To test this, we prepare the system in eigenstates of the noninteracting system with N = 80 sites (the three choices used are illustrated in the upper right inset of Fig. 2 ). The interaction is ramped up smoothly from U = 0 to U final = 0.5 in an increasingly long time span of length t final :
The relative difference of the matrixn containing all single-particle correlations (compare Eq. (3)) in the final state is shown in Fig. 2 . The difference between the results decreases with increasing t final with no qualitative difference between the initial states chosen. This explicitly shows that in this case the adiabatic limit can be reached. The saturation at large t final can be explained by numerical inaccuracies in the integration and time evolution.
The bottom left inset of Fig. 2 shows the average differencen obtained by the x-fRG-t-Γ, x-fRG-t-ρ 1 and xfRG-t-ρ 2 methods. The pairwise difference is quadratic in the interaction, as expected. Even though the x-fRG-t-ρ 2 and x-fRG-t-ρ 1 do also differ in quadratic order, their deviation is small compared to the difference between the x-fRG-t-ρ 1,2 and the x-fRG-t-Γ. For this reason, we will not discuss the x-fRG-t-ρ 1 method in the rest of this paper and instead focus on the computationally cheaper x-fRG-t-ρ 2 .
C. Comparison with ground-state fRG
Another important test for the different x-fRGtechniques is to compare them to the ground-state fRG of Sec. II D. As different cutoffs are used and the hierarchy of flow equations is truncated, only agreement to first order is guaranteed.
To study this in detail, we compute the spectral function
To obtain an approximation of the continuous spectral function of an infinite system, the single-particle levels are broadened by weakly coupling the system to a reservoir. This is equivalent to adding a small imaginary part of the order of the level-spacing to the frequency. Luttinger liquid theory predicts that for frequencies around the Fermi edge, a power-law suppression occurs in the ground-state at the boundary of our tight-binding chain:
The exponent has a nontrivial linear contribution, rendering this spectral function an ideal testbed for the different x-fRG methods. For definiteness, we will now discuss the half and quarter filled ground-state. In the half-filled case the approximate x-fRG-t-ρ 2 scheme (see Sec. III B) yields the same flow equations as the Matsubara fRG: in the groundstate, there is only one jump in the sequence of occupations of eigenstates (at N/2). Due to particle-hole symmetry, i = N −i and thusω N/2 (t) = 0. Therefore, Eq. (73) is identical to Eq. (32). In the quarter-filled case, however, Matsubara fRG and x-fRG-t-ρ 2 deviate. In contrast, the x-fRG-t-Γ leads to different flow equations in both, the half and the quarter-filled ground-state.
The spectral function A 1 and its logarithmic derivative are shown in Fig. 3 . The logarithmic derivative illustrates that the x-fRG-t-ρ 2 and the Matsubara fRG indeed yield a power-law suppression. In contrast, the T = ∞ reservoir cutoff used in the x-fRG-t-Γ fails at this task. This is plausible since the infinite temperature reservoir does not provide a proper low-energy cutoff in the adiabatic limit; all energy scales enter in every step of the calculation (see Eq. (67)).
Simple and self-consistent perturbation are known to fail to reproduce power-law behavior in most cases.
V. APPLICATIONS A. Generic excitations
In sections V B and V C we study the survival of Luttinger liquid physics in lowly excited states above the ground-state. To this end, we choose the initial occupations n i ∈ {0, 1} of single-particle eigenstates with respect to the probability distribution
whereβ acts as an effective inverse temperature in units of the level spacing.β should, however, not be understood as a temperature of the interacting state but instead just as a measure of the number of excitations in the system. This scheme is used as a convenient way to obtain excited states in a given energy window. The energy of the final state is however not fixed. To make sure the results are independent of the precise way the initial states are generated we also investigate the distributions
The energy of the final state can be obtained computa- Site i tionally cheaply by calculating
where then is only needed on its diagonal and first offdiagonal. Usually, we will be interested in the excitationenergy density defined as (E − E GS )/N .
B. Friedel Oscillations
We first investigate the Friedel oscillations that emerge around boundaries. A finite tight-binding chain will display oscillations in the density profile (i.e., the occupation numbers) at the ends (or near any other impurity) at zero temperature and if particle-hole symmetry is broken. We restrict ourselves to the case of a clean, half filled, finite chain and set H ph = 0 (see Eq. (74)) to break particlehole symmetry explicitly. Luttinger liquid physics predicts that
This power law can be obtained via a ground-state fRG calculation, and the linear correction to the noninteracting exponent can be computed from a leadingorder scheme.
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We now employ our x-fRG framework to explore the effects of finite excitation energies and try to draw analogues with the thermal case: At finite temperatures, the algebraic decay is cut off on a length-scale proportional to 1/T . We investigate whether Friedel oscillations persist in excited eigenstates and if their energy provides a cutoff in a similar fashion as temperature does in the thermal case. Since for small T and a linearized dispersion at the Fermi-edge the energy of a thermal state E T scales as
we expect the Friedel oscillations to be cut off on a scale proportional to 1/ √ E − E GS . As the x-fRG algorithms scale linear in the number of changes in the sequence n i (compare Eqs. (67) and (73)), the computational cost can be kept low by fixing the number of single-particle excitations (by choosing a constantβ) while varying the system size. This way, the algorithm scales linearly in the square root of the inverse energy density in the initial state.
The resulting occupation numbers are presented in the left panel of Fig. 4 for various states at different excitation-energy densities relative to the ground-state. One can see that even at finite energy density a powerlaw decay is visible close to the boundary. This decay is cut off at a energy dependent length-scale. To objectively measure the deviations from the ground-state Friedel oscillations, we define a cutoff scale
such that i * α gives the first site where the relative error compared to the Friedel oscillations of the ground-state exceeds α. This scale is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the excitation energy density for various eigenstates and systems of different lengths. The line is a power-law fit resulting in
which is reasonably close to the thermal expectation of −1/2. This result does not depend on the chosenβ, the cutoff or the distribution used to generate the initial state. We thus conclude that Friedel oscillations survive to finite energy-densities and that the excitation energy density simply provides an infrared cutoff. Due to the shortcomings of x-fRG-t-Γ discussed in Sec. IV we solely employ the x-fRG-t-ρ 2 from now on.
C. Spectral function at ω = 0
Another characteristic of Luttinger liquids is the finitetemperature behavior of the local spectral function introduced in Eq. (79) at ω = 0. In a thermal state
In analogy to the previous section we thus investigate whether in an generic, excited many-body eigenstate
As discussed before, it is computational advantageous to keepβ constant while varying the system-size. To compensate for finite-size effects a small imaginary part γ is added to the frequency when evaluating the spectral function, effectively widening the sharp single-particle levels to Lorentzian peaks. We chose γ = 1/(Nβ). To ensure that γ is big enough to remove finite-size effects while being small enough not to influence the observed behavior Fig. 5 also shows the results obtained at a fixed size N = 5000 and fixed smearing γ = 2.5 · 10 −3 by varyingβ of the distribution p 1 . As the data obtained in either way is compatible, the scaling observed can be attributed to the excitation energy. Data was obtained for states generated with the distribution p 1 and p 2 . While the data shows different prefactors, the exponents are similar. For clarity, the analysis of the exponent will thus be restricted to the distribution p 1 . The exponent is extracted with a power-law of the form
and compared to the thermal expectation from Betheansatz calculations (see Fig. 5 ).
The results indicate that generic excitations can not only provide a cutoff but can also be the origin of Luttinger liquid-like power-laws. 2 to N = 5 · 10 4 using the probability distribution p1 (filled circles) and p2 (empty circles) withβ = 0.05 at the indicated interaction strengths. To obtain the data represented by the red crosses a fixed system size N = 5000 was used varyingβ from 0.025 to 0.3 in the distribution p1 with a fixed γ = 0.0025. The results obtained at fixed system size and γ are compatible with those obtained from simultaneously varying the size and Lorentzian broadening justifying this procedure.
D. Block excitations
So far, we have analyzed generic excitations which leave the general monotonic shape of the function n(ω) unchanged and just alter it around the Fermi-edge where the (free) dispersion is nearly linear. As all observables in a Luttinger liquid are governed by the Hamiltonian at low energies, it is not surprising that the results are similar to those of thermal states. There is, however, a different set of excited states which are highly non-generic and different from thermal states, and thus we have no intuition for their physics. As an example, we consider a state where a whole block of fermions is excited to a higher energy region. In the simplest, most symmetric case this is modeled by
which in contrast to the ground-state has three sharp, distinct edges in the distribution function. To investigate the physics in this state, we again study the spectral function at the boundary (compare Sec. IV C, we employ the same Lorentzian broadening). Results are shown in the first panel of Fig. 6 , where one can identify several points of non-analytic behavior. The logarithmic derivatives around these points are plotted in Fig. 8 and indicate the existence of power-laws. The spectral function around the center divergence seems to scale as 
Illustration of umklapp processes contributing a second cusp in the local density of states for all filling fractions other than the half filled case (compare center panel of Fig. 6 ).
while the outer cusps are described by
The rest of this section is devoted to understanding this result in terms of known Luttinger liquid physics. To this end, the center panel of Fig. 6 shows the spectral function in the quarter filled ground-state as obtained with the x-fRG-t-ρ 2 ; the three-quarter filled case is the same but mirrored. Both show two cusps, one at the Fermi energy and a second one at the energy associated with π −k F . The first cusp is the one well studied in the literature while the second cusp is the result of umklapp scattering 42 : the long-ranged potential, acquired by the Friedel oscillations, allows for processes with wave vector 2k F , which is either close to the Fermi surface or an umklapp term higher up in the spectrum (compare Fig. 7) . Each of these is described by a power-law A 1 (ω) ∼ |ω − ω 0 | 1/K−1 . K has to be calculated using the dispersion at the corresponding position in the spectrum (i.e., at quarter and three-quarter filling), and to first order the exponent is given by U/π √ 2 (compare Eq. (76)). Next, we discuss the inverted half filled ground-state (right panel of Fig. 6 ) which can still be obtained from the ground-state algorithm by using a infinitesimal negative temperature, or equivalently by analyzing the groundstate of −H. As the sign of the hopping is arbitrary, we are thus just inspecting the ground-state of a tightbinding chain with attractive interactions; to leading order, the corresponding exponent is just −U/π.
We now observe that the left panel of Fig. 6 can be interpreted as a superposition of the effects associated with the different jumps in the distribution function: The first and third discontinuity are located at the Fermi energy of a quarter-and three-quarter filled system, respectively. Their contributions coincide and (in the present approximation scheme) the exponents just add up to
The divergence in the center is described purely by the inverted ground-state. Hence, the phenomenology of the very highly excited, non-generic case of a block-excitation can (at least to leading order) be interpreted in terms of ground-state Luttinger liquid physics.
VI. TOWARDS SECOND ORDER: STEADY-STATE KELDYSH FRG WITH A NON-THERMAL RESERVOIR CUTOFF
We now devise a third way of obtaining an effective noninteracting description of an excited eigenstate for an interacting model which is not based on an adiabatic time-evolution but instead employs the steady-state Keldysh formalism of Sec. II E. This could be of central importance in going beyond linear order in interactions: the x-fRG-t-Γ, ρ discussed before are based on a picture of discrete, separated levels. In second order these levels will be broadened resulting in a finite lifetime of quasiparticles. Hence, a picture of adiabatic time-evolution becomes questionable. While a generalization to second order of the algorithm presented here is still non-trivial it could be a promising starting point. Whether a secondorder treatment would result in relevant entanglement to the auxiliary bath at arbitrarily weak couplings remains to be investigated.
The system is assumed to be in the steady-state induced by a wide-band reservoir. As in Sec. II E, the hybridization to this reservoir is used as the cutoff, but the reservoir is now no longer in equilibrium but instead chosen to be in a non-thermal, pure state described by the distribution function (compare Sec. III A 2)
At the beginning of the flow where the coupling Λ to the reservoir is strong, all levels are infinitely broadened and thus empty, half-filled or full (according to the first term of eq. (94)) and uncorrelated (i.e., described by a T = ∞ state, independently of the precise state of the reservoir). For small couplings (i.e., at the end of the flow), the energy-scales of the physical Hamiltonian dominate and the distribution function governing the steady state becomes equal to the one of the reservoir. Hence, one recovers the physical system featuring a non-thermal distribution function. This cutoff procedure leads to a flow equation of the form (see Eq. (36)) x-fRG-ω:
which is remarkably similar to the one found in the schemes discussed previously (see Eq. (73)) and even coincides, if the relevant parts of the spectrum are invariant when lowering the cutoff. In general, however, the effective single-particle spectrum will change during the flow. By definition of the cutoff scheme, at no point the particle number is fixed, only the occupation in energy space. The actual number of particles in the final system cannot be fixed beforehand. To obtain a state with a desired sequence of occupations n i of the effective single-particle levels the frequencies ω i have to be iteratively adjusted.
For the case of a block excitation this optimization procedure is straightforward and the results of such a calculation are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 6 . For this problem, the x-fRG-ω produces power-laws; to obtain more generic states using this method is, however, connected to a significant overhead.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we have shown how correlation functions in pure excited states of many-body systems can be obtained within the realm of the functional renormalization group; the key idea is to start out with a Slater determinant and to slowly switch on interactions. To this end, we simplified existing real-time Keldysh fRG flow equations for the special case of adiabaticity (x-fRG-t-Γ) and also devised a novel cutoff scheme which is specifically tailored to this problem (x-fRG-t-ρ). Due to the approximate nature of the method, the x-fRG results do not necessarily agree with those of standard equilibrium fRG when targeting the ground state, which thus provides a nontrivial testing ground. Importantly, only the x-fRG-t-ρ manages to reproduce the power-law suppression of the spectral function at the boundary of a Luttinger liquid; the x-fRG-t-Γ fails at this task.
We subsequently employed the x-fRG to study two toy problems. First, we demonstrated that Luttinger liquid power law behavior survives in lowly-excited pure states whose excitation energy density serves as an infrared cutoff. Second, we determined the spectral function of highly-excited, nongeneric block excitations featuring multiple Fermi edges and illustrated that the system is effectively governed by a superposition of several Luttinger liquids.
The key drawback of the x-fRG is its approximate character. Even though the underlying RG idea entails an infinite resummation of Feynman diagrams, all results presented in this paper are only guaranteed to be correct up to leading order in the interaction. The strengths of the x-fRG are that it is not bound by the growth of entanglement and that large systems of up to 10 6 sites (in one dimension) can be treated easily.
Future directions include an extension of the x-fRG flow equations to second order. The x-fRG-ω could provide a good starting point for a second-order treatment as it is less dependent on an effective single-particle picture.
This cutoff procedure can be readily applied in secondorder opening up the interesting question of whether the final state remains pure up to the truncation order.
The methodology developed in this paper is directly applicable to question arising in the field of many-body localization.
1,2 Using this one can obtain access to the entire spectrum of an interacting disorder system. In future work we hope to contribute to the debate about the existence of a mobility edge separating localized and delocalized eigenstates.
Going beyond this, an application to many-body localized, topological systems is enticing. Because of the small overlap of far apart localized states, explicit adiabatic time-evolution is expected to be exponentially hard. Due to the smooth distribution function used in the flow-equations of the x-fRG-t-ρ it might be a promising method to circumvent this problem and explore the many-body spectrum of interacting, localized systems.
